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University of Illinois at Chicago 
Department of Information & Decision Sciences 

 
SYLLABUS 

IDS 515 Information Systems Strategy & Management [Fall 2016] 
 
Instructor:     Dr. C Ranganathan (“Ranga”)  Time: 6:00 – 9:00 PM 
  2428 UH     Days: Tuesdays 

996-2847     Room: LC C3 
ranga@uic.edu 

TA: TBA 
Office hours: [Tuesdays 4-6PM & by appointment] 
 
Course Overview: 
This course is designed to expose the students to the opportunities and challenges associated with 
strategic management of information technology (IT).  We will examine strategic and managerial 
issues associated with using IT for enhancing business performance. We will learn about the key 
issues confronting senior IT executives and understand the managerial decisions facing them. The 
course will largely adopt a managerial approach. Skills of critical reasoning, ability to 
communicate clearly both orally and in writing, and creativity will be emphasized in this class.   
 
Required Text/Readings: 
A required set of readings and some of the case studies will be available at the Blackboard site. 
Purchase Harvard Business School (HBS) case studies from directly from HBS web site.  
 
[Optional] An excellent resource for case preparation is the book by Consentino, M. “Case in 
Point”. Additional resources on making presentations will be made available in the course site.  
 
Grading 

Case preparation and analyses [Individual 3-page writeup] (2 * 10): 20% 
Group case presentation:  Primary 10% and Secondary 5% 
Weekly one-page case write-ups: 15% 
Group Field Project: 35% 
Quizzes, Assignments, In-class exercises, Contributions to Class Learning: 15% 

 
Group Case Presentation: 
 
This is a case based course and the centerpiece of all the pedagogical activities will be the case 
discussions. The course will use cases extensively to illustrate how to apply conceptual 
frameworks and arguments to actual business situations.  For a case discussion to be a valuable  
learning experience, it is essential that you come prepared to discuss the cases and readings.  In  
preparing for the case discussion, I ask that you deal with the cases as you find them; do not seek  
outside or post -case data on the firm or industry. In all your submissions, using material 
directly from published sources or from students who have taken the course before is a 
violation of the honor code. During class discussion, I reserve the right to cold call students to 
participate in discussions.  
 
On the days in which case discussion is scheduled, we will have ONE or more groups present 
their analysis of the case study in the class. At the beginning of the semester, your group will be 
assigned one or more case study for group presentation.  The group members are expected to 
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present their analysis of the case based on the questions assigned. You will be evaluated on the 
content of your presentation, quality of your analysis, rationale and arguments, soundness of your 
recommendations and action plan. 
 
As a group, you are expected to submit a hard copy of your powerpoint slides to me BEFORE 
your presentation.  
 
Some useful guidelines for case analysis: 

- In the interest of time, avoid repeating the case facts. Focus on your analysis. 
- Answer the specific questions that are given.  
- Do not reproduce the questions in your analysis. You can refer to the question number 

and provide your answers. 
- Summarize major points of the case studies, using bullet-points 
- Be precise and to the point 
- Take a position, and provide arguments, justifying your position(s). 
- Analyze critically giving both pros & cons of different issues at hand. 
- Relate your answers to the theory discussed in class or in the readings 
- Keep the time-frame of the case study in mind.  

 
Case preparation and analyses (Individual work) 
 
• Please choose any two case studies (these cases must be DIFFERENT from the one you were 

assigned for group presentation. Choose one from the first half and one from second half of 
the course) and submit a write-up (not exceeding 3 pages) that summarizes “your analysis” 
pertaining to the case questions. The write-ups should be submitted before the 
commencement of the class on scheduled dates.  

• For cases where you don’t present as a group or provide individual 3-page write-ups, prepare 
a one page summary of your analysis and submit it ONLINE BEFORE the case discussion. 

 
Field Project:   
The group project is a major component of this course. The objective of this project is to develop 
a detailed report on IT-related managerial issues in a real-life setting. This project should focus on 
a particular issue or a decision problem pertaining to IT.  
 
The steps involved in this project are: 
 
Pick an IT related topic that falls under our focus areas of the course. 
 
Identify a real, large firm (preferably Chicago-based, well established firm) for studying this 
topic. Make sure you choose a company about which you can find enough information from 
different sources. You are encouraged to contact a few companies before zeroing on a choice. 
Once you have identified a topic and a company, submit a proposal that briefly discusses the 
issues you propose to study, the company (or companies) you are planning to study, and the 
specific learning objectives of your case study project. The proposal should also discuss briefly 
the context of the company/problem, and should outline your action plan.  
 
I will expect the group to engage in considerable secondary data collection from library/literature 
search, and some kind of primary data collection. Primary data may be interviews with executives 
in the company or from company-specific literature. I strongly encourage you to seek primary 
data as interviewing top executives will be an enriching experience for you. You are greatly 
encouraged to gather primary data from the companies through direct/telephone interviews,  
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transcribe and analyze the interviews, interact with executives and/or site-visits. My office will 
provide assistance in giving you letters of reference, arranging interviews/tele-interviews, sending 
faxes etc.  You will be interacting with me on a regular basis throughout the course of this 
project, and I shall guide you in your data collection, search and analysis. 
 
Once you collect data, you are expected to analyze the data, and work like “consultants” to the 
company. You will come up with 2-3 alternatives for the company and also recommendations.  
Your final report will briefly describe the industry setting, the company setting and the key issues 
in the organization(s) you are studying, along with your analysis. 
 
You will be evaluated upon 

- Extent of data collected and quality of data collected (collect as many articles, websites 
and papers on the subject; rich interviews providing good information) 

- Richness of your analysis 
- Suggestions and Recommendations  
- Communication and Presentation (oral and written) 

The output from this exercise would be a comprehensive report. You will also be required to 
submit a master data file containing all secondary and primary data you collected as a part of this 
project. Please submit both soft and hard copies of your reports. The reports will be returned for 
resubmission if found unsatisfactory.  
 
For evaluation purposes, you would be required to produce the following: 

- A brief proposal (not exceeding 3 pages) that gives information on  
o the topic of your project and the issue you intend to study  
o a brief description of organization/industry and issue you have chosen to study 
o data collection plan (sources? interviews? site visits?) 
o a project activity schedule mentioning key milestones in your project, along with 

estimated time required for each activity. Refer to due dates given in the course 
schedule and fit in your milestones with the schedule. 

- A list of key references 
- A preliminary report and an interim progress report 
- A draft pre-final report   
- A presentation of your project in the class 
- A final report & a master data file   

 
Group Exercises: 
 
 
I suggest a group size of four-six members. For the group presentations, each member of the 
group will be required to present a part of the analysis/project. The students are expected to 
consider all the group projects (of their group as well as other groups) and the discussions as a 
part of the course component. All the projects and presentations done as a part of this course will 
contribute to the overall class learning. Each member is expected to contribute to all phases of all 
of the project – be it case analysis, library search, report writing, data analysis, presentation etc. 
The groups are expected to meet at least once a week, work together and help each other in the 
process of learning.  
 
Class participation & Attendance 
The course is highly interactive in nature. The extent of your learning will depend upon the extent 
of your preparation for the class and the extent to which you participate in the discussions.  
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You are expected to do the assigned readings before the class and to participate actively in class 
discussions. The lectures would only focus upon and summarize the key issues.  Without prior 
preparation and participation, the classroom experience will be unsatisfactory for all of us. 
Evaluation on attendance and class participation will depend upon your 

- Attendance to regular classes and group project presentations 
- Active contribution to class discussion: You are expected to question, comment and 

present your insights on the topic being discussed. Through your participation, you 
should demonstrate that you have read the material and given it some careful thought. 

 
Academic Dishonesty: 
Any practices of academic dishonesty will be strongly dealt with. Please strictly comply with the 
UIC regulations. Any submissions where portions have been directly copied from published 
sources, web sites, or from others (in other words, if the work was not done by you) will be 
considered as a case of academic dishonesty. You cannot copy sentences directly from the case 
studies as well In your submissions, please acknowledge all the sources of your data and 
information. Based on the individual case, the penalties for academic dishonesty could range 
from a “fail” grade in the component, and/or “fail” grade in the entire course, and/or university 
disciplinary action. For the project work, you will be required to submit a signed declaration in 
this regard.  
 
General Remarks 

- Any communication regarding the course would be sent to you through e-
mail/Blackboard site.  

- I strongly discourage the use of phones, tablets or laptops when the classroom sessions 
are in progress.  

- All submissions must be type-written. In addition to submitting a hardcopy, you will also 
submit an electronic copy of your reports at Blackboard on scheduled dates.  

- All submissions are due at the beginning of class on the dates specified. In fairness to 
other students, all improper late submissions will be penalized. Late submissions will not 
be accepted, unless it is emergency situation. You should notify me of this special 
circumstance before the deadline and provide evidence of this special circumstance. 

- If your submissions are found to be unsatisfactory, you will be asked to resubmit your 
assignments. You will be given specific deadlines for resubmissions and will be required 
to comply with the same. Depending on your case, the resubmissions might carry a minor 
penalty in order to maintain fairness to other students. 

- Since case discussions are an integral part of the course, regular attendance is expected. 
Any special circumstances for absence from classes should be notified and approved well 
in advance (not a few hours before the start of the class). 
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Tentative Schedule 
 
Date Topics 

 
Due 

10-Jan Course Overview & Introduction  
 

Group formation  

17-Jan Impact of IT & Internet 
Case : Canadian Airlines (not meant for individual writeup) 
Exercises on CSFs/KPIs 

 

24-Jan IT & Business Strategy: Metrics and Assessment 
Case: MedNet.com 

Finalization of field 
projects 

31-Jan IT & Business Strategy 
Case: The New York Times Paywall 

 

7-Feb Digital Products & Services – eHealthcare 
Case: American Well:  The DTC Decision 

 

14-Feb Digital Products & Services - eHealthcare 
Case: Healthymagination at GE Healthcare 

 

21–Feb Digital Products & Services Strategy 
Case: Barnes & Noble: Managing eBook revolution 

 

28-Feb Bricks-to-Clicks Strategy  
Case: CVS Web Strategy  

 

7 –Mar Digital Business Models 
Case: Groupon 

 

14-Mar Digital Business Models  
Case: Uber & Stakeholders 

 

21-Mar Spring break – no classes  
4– Apr Digital payments  

Case:Apple Pay 
-- Project Reviews --- 

11 – Apr Exploiting Mobile technologies 
Case: Bank of America- Mobile Banking 

-- Project Reviews --- 

18 –Apr Student project presentations Draft final report 
25 – Apr Student project presentations   
2 – May Student project presentations  
* All case analysis write-ups are due on the dates when the case discussion is scheduled. 
 
For written analysis (individual 3-pages max), choose one case from the first half of the course 
one from second half of the course . These cases cannot be the ones your group has chosen for 
presentation.  
 
Please submit the 3-page write-up both online and offline. 
 
Weekly one page case write-ups are to be submitted online only. 
 
A set of readings for each topic will be available in the Blackboard site. 
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